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Abstract
The current Private Higher Education Institution (PHEI) landscape in South Africa is developing at a rapid rate, with over ninety private tertiary institutions, registered with the Council for Higher Education (CHE). However, stakeholder perceptions of these PHEIs are generally negative, largely as a result of the negative perceptions of the qualification, obtained from the private institutions by both parents and students, and questions around the sustainability of the institutions in the long run. Media reports, lack of Department of Education (DHET) support and funding, as well as minimum, if any, marketing and advertising from the PHEI are factors, cited for these firmly entrenched perceptions from the general public. The article was driven by both current and emerging branding models as a benchmark for value-added branding of PHEIs in South Africa. International markets, in countries such as Singapore, Malaysia, India and Brazil are included; not as a comparative study, but more as a review of literature on how tertiary education is branded in the private sector in these countries. In addition, developing countries and emerging markets needed to be taken into consideration in the light of their experience in sustaining private education entities. The subsequent investigation of these models proved invaluable in respect of providing similarities and, in some instances, huge differences, which contributed to the establishment of a generic value-added branding model critical for sustaining PHEIs in South Africa. The knowledge of which dimensions the branding of a PHEI should focus on to nullify the negative perceptions associated with a PHEI is paramount.
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1. Introduction
Demand for tertiary education in South Africa has led to new markets and more and more local private education institutions being established. The concept of PHEIs and the branding of these institutions play a critical role in the acceptance of PHEI qualifications by students, parents, sponsors and industry in a volatile and dynamic changing education field in South Africa [1].

Even though PHEIs can trace their existence back to the post-war industrial boom of the 1950s and 1960s, world-wide, as well as in South Africa [2], it was only during the late 1980s and early 1990s that PHEIs began to grow and develop in South Africa. With the new dispensation, led by an African National Congress (ANC) government, taking over in 1994, the new government established the National Commission on Higher Education [3]. In addition, the adoption of the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) in 1995 saw the establishment and growth of PHEIs throughout South Africa [4].

Most of the larger PHEIs have made use of marketing opportunities to try and assure their future and sustainability, focusing more on the needs of the 21st century Higher Education (HE) student in South Africa. Smaller PHEIs have limited budgets and thus gain far less marketing opportunities. These smaller PHEIS (those with less than 250 students) have no marketing or branding models and rely more on word-of-mouth advertising. The accreditation of these smaller PHEIs is based on their ability to develop a curriculum course that is then licensed and accredited by the Department of Higher Education [2]. Thus, the private higher education landscape in South Africa consists of larger, sustainable colleges and smaller (in numbers) colleges in a highly competitive market.
Froneman [4] maintains that the changing education landscape for public universities, also known as traditional universities in South Africa, has had a vast impact on the rise of PHEIs. This has been partly due to the number of school leavers in South Africa, seeking entrance to higher education greatly increasing year-on-year. Froneman [5] postulates that higher education in South Africa is experiencing an unrelenting pressure to extend study opportunities to these school leavers. This will ultimately result in increased applications and overcrowding at public universities in South Africa [6], allowing for opportunities for PHEIs to find their niche in the complex field of higher education.

21st century higher education innovations, such as blended learning approaches and technology-based higher education, have become branding drivers in that they promote the modern day student’s experience as well as allow an educational institution to deliver more individual attention to students because of smaller enrolments. In addition, academic freedom of thought amongst students in a smaller learning environment is becoming more evident [7].

Despite the growing boom of private higher education in South Africa, most of the larger and more prominent private institutions rely on their corporate image and web-site branding to remain successful and profitable [8]. Branding and brand building amongst most of the PHEIs in South Africa has relied on the ‘names’ of these PHEIs in the market place, as well as their ability to adhere to quality standards and quality qualifications that both students and workplaces (industry) demand [9].

The 90 PHEIs in South Africa today have over 120 000 full-time registered students [2], and produce a wide variety of qualifications, need to adhere to community and industry standards and expectations. Badenhorst [1] notes that a 3rd of all higher education enrolments is at private institutions. Froneman [5] states that PHEIs provide skills, needed for the 21st century economy. He argues further that market forces have a great influence on private higher education. However, despite this phenomenal growth of PHEIs in South Africa, limited marketing of the institutions could potentially derail their sustainability objectives [10]. Branding amongst PHEIs in South Africa has relied mainly on their ‘name’ in the market place with some limited media advertising and this points out to a lack of coherence as well as a unified branding framework.

Traditional media and advertising have provided limited exposure of private education providers to the general public. Thus, the common ground for all PHEIs is that these institutions need to market themselves profusely [11].

The Higher Education Act 1997 (Act 101 of 1997) facilitated the establishment of PHEIs, and brought control and legislation to the growing and developing market of private tertiary education. The act makes specific reference to the control and registration of PHEIs with the following provisos:

– Private institutions must offer quality education;
– The public must be protected against unscrupulous and exploitative operators;
– Students must obtain qualifications that are aligned with the Higher Education Qualifications Framework (HEQF), and registered with the National Qualifications Framework (NQF);
– The education system should meet the goals of transforming South Africa in accordance with government policy and legislation; and
– Private institutions must comply with the Higher Education Act (Act 101 of 1997) (mentioned above)

In addition to the challenges currently facing most private higher institutions, such as negative image, absence of adequate funding as well as overcrowding of students, these institutions must always comply with the conditions in the legislation, governing their operations. Thus, PHEIs need to find their niche in the complex field of higher education.

A solution is required to address current and future perceptions of PHEIs, and to create a foundation for the branding of PHEIs in an increasingly dynamic and competitive market environment in South Africa.

The aim of the study will be to firstly, assess the current state of PHEIs in South Africa, highlighting both strengths and weaknesses and then to use these concepts as well as prominent theorists to formulate a generic value-added branding model.
2. Materials and methods – how the study was conducted.

The research methodology, adopted for this article, is survey data from 14 participants, used to describe and explain the status of the phenomena as well as to collect information about their perceptions of PHEIs.

Branding of PHEIs forms the conclusion to this article, in that strengths and weaknesses are documented around these institutions, and their sustainability will be assured with current branding tools and techniques. Literature, forthcoming on current branding models and practical application thereof, is from Keller [12] and Aaker’s [13] – two of the foremost experts on application of these branding models.

Aaker’s model [13] consists of a framework that creates and maintains brand equity. Aaker [14] maintains that this brand equity model can provide value to both the organisation and the consumer. Aaker’s model groups the brand equity (assets) into four dimensions: brand awareness/perceived quality/brand associations and brand loyalty. Aaker [14] maintains that these dimensions underlie brand equity and takes it further by illustrating in his model how each dimension can create value. This value is then placed in two groups 1) value to customers and 2) value to the organisation.

In support of Aaker’s Brand Equity model, Keller [12] places emphasis on one of the dimensions, namely perceived quality, a simplistic concept relative to an education institution’s programmes that could provide an argument for inclusion in a value-added branding model.

Aligned with Aaker’s model is Keller’s consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model [12] – a more prominent and widely accepted model which builds, measures and manages brand equity. Differentiation between the two models occurs in contrasting Aaker’s dimensions against Keller’s four sequential steps 1) brand identity; 2) brand meaning; 3) brand response and 4) brand relationships. In Keller’s CBBE model, the sequential steps apply to brand building blocks, which collectively make up the brand equity pyramid. Keller, in the model, shows how brand equity is created by reaching the pinnacle of this brand equity pyramid (see Fig. 1).

The brand value that all PHEIs collectively offer its stakeholders can be measured by the brand equity, which refers to the perceived value, associated with a brand by a specific target market [15]. This brand equity is based on the value of the PHEI as an institution, as well as its qualifications in the marketplace. The effectiveness of the branding of the PHEI will be determined by this brand equity – the outcome of the value-added model. This brand offering consists of a value proposition, which provides the benefits, offered by one specific brand over another [16].

In order to execute a reasonable assessment of the current standing of PHEIs in South Africa, various stakeholders with an interest in PHEIs were interviewed for this research article between the period June 2018 and May 2020. The purpose of Table 1 would be then to provide areas of branding that can be incorporated into a model based on the strengths and weaknesses of current branding models discussed. The stakeholders comprised of students (currently studying at a PHEI); parents (invariably the ones who settle the tuition fees); sponsors (who sponsor student’s fees privately or from a corporate) and corporate human resources (HR) practitioners (who employ graduates from PHEIs). The stakeholders were interviewed on aspects, such as their awareness of different PHEIs; whether they were aware of performance of these PHEIs (academic success being one of the indicators); the benefits/ strengths of PHEIs and, from a corporate placement perspective, whether they produced employable graduates.

3. Results of the study

Table 1, below, highlights the percentages of stakeholders relative to the dimensions given, pertaining to the perceptions of PHEIs in South Africa.

Table 1 above indicates 4 different groups of stakeholders and their perceptions of PHEIs in South Africa. The first group, students, is registered with a private college and studying either a Bachelor of Commerce (Bcom), Bachelor of Arts (BA) or Bachelor of Laws (BLaw) degree. 14 students were interviewed, of which the majority (82 %) showed high perceptual awareness of different PHEIs. This would be attributed to either contact with a marketing representative of a private college during their final school years or social media posts they were aware of. This indicates that
the majority of students are acutely aware of the institutions they would like to study at and would have an overriding say in their higher education study direction.

Table 1
South African stakeholder perception of PHEIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHEIs stakeholders</th>
<th>Awareness of different PHEIs (%)</th>
<th>Performance of PHEIs (%)</th>
<th>Benefits (Attributes) of PHEIs (%)</th>
<th>Sustainability of PHEIs (brand equity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents (account payers)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsors</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate HR practitioners</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors own sources (taken from the research study)

Parents, who are invariably the account payers, show a moderate awareness (53%) of the different PHEIs, mainly concerned with the concept of private vs public tertiary institutions rather than any one specific PHEI. Traditionalism and the alma mater concept of which university invariably the father attended, play a role in the awareness or lack of awareness of different types of PHEIs.

Sponsors, albeit, private or corporate, finance the student’s study fees, and are showing a low (30%) response rate to their understanding of different PHEIs. This could be attributed to the fact that sponsors are more interested in a study direction than any specific higher education institution. For example, if a Law firm is sponsoring an intern, they would finance a Batchelor of Laws degree (BLaws) and leave the choice of university to the student.

Corporate HR practitioners, have a perceptual awareness of different types of PHEIs only from a perspective of employing graduates from any one higher education institution. Thus, the moderate to low (45%) awareness of different PHEIs is attributed to the fact that corporate HR practitioners are more focused on the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) that aligns a qualification with a particular level than any one PHEI. For example, a 4-year Batchelor of Laws (BLaws) degree will align with NQF level 8, irrespective of from which institution the student obtained their qualification – as long as the higher education institution is accredited and registered with the Department of Education (DHET).

Of the students interviewed, the performance of the PHEIs showed a high response of 88% to any performance indicators asked. Invariably, the performance indicators centered on academic success and percentage pass rates. The majority of PHEIs in South Africa uses these indicators as part of its marketing toolkit, and advertises in both traditional and on social media, high pass rates – thus students were made aware of these indicators. From a student perspective, these performance indicators are part of what is expected from a PHEI, with smaller classes and more individual attention than a public university, thus students are very susceptible and attracted to percentage pass rates.

Parents also showed a high (86%) awareness of performance indicators as higher education studies for their children are more about academic success than what a student will experience in terms of university life, sport or cultural happenings on campus.

Sponsors show a low (30%) response rate to performance indicators of a PHEI as their interest is more in their prodigies’ success than the institution success. As indicated above, they have left the choice of institution to the individual student.

Corporate HR practitioners showed a low (42%) response rate to the performance indicators of a PHEI, indicating that graduate placement of a student is based on the NQF level obtained and not the performance indicator of the study institution.

Students indicated a moderately high (76%) response rate to the attributes or benefits of a PHEI. PHEIs would provide smaller classes and additional academic support as attributes and would not be able to have benefits, such as superior sport facilities, campus accommodation or indigenous cultural groups. However, albeit limited campus life attributes, students will still expect
PHEIs to demonstrate or advertise their attributes that provides strong and positive identity to the higher education institution they are studying at.

Parents (45 %), sponsors (30 %) and corporate HR practitioners (38 %) all show low response rates to attributes of PHEIs as their interest lies in academic success of their vested interest in the student.

Students showed a moderate (54 %) response rate to the sustainability of the PHEI. Even though PHEIs in South Africa are in a growth stage, many of the larger PHEIs (from a student enrolment perspective) have been in existence for more than twenty years, indicating sustainability and longevity of the higher education institutions.

Parents’ response rate of 88 % (high) indicates more awareness of the so called “fly by night” institutions, and from a financial perspective, they would need to know the brand equity of the PHEI. Their interest would lie in the acquisitions of PHEIs by large corporates (local and international) who have been moved into the field of higher education – examples Adcorp, ADvTECH, Educor and Pearson Ltd.

Sponsors (30 %) and corporate HR practitioners (38 %) shows low response rates to the sustainability of PHEIs as, once again, their interest lies in student success in achieving their qualification.

The findings and analysis of Table 1 indicate that, initially, PHEIs were not that well-known amongst major stakeholders. Thus, with the resultant allocation of resources for management to brand and advertise, the value-added branding framework can collectively enhance brand awareness of PHEIs as well as build relationships with stakeholders in order to change public perception of brand identity of private higher education in South Africa. Even though no clear distinction emerged in this area, it was evident, that different stakeholders respond differently to specific branding and subsequent advertising of the brand. Thus, of relevance to the PHEI brand is a differentiated consumer behaviour approach that combines marketing communications of a social media nature for students, and more traditional advertising for parents. The Independent Institute of Education [17] a benchmark for PHEIs, seems to have the mix right, since it has an inter-active website that relate to students, and an awe-inspiring television advertisement that focuses on student success relevant to parents. In addition, their social media reach to students has facilitated many students making enquiries to study at their various private institutions.

Another aspect, emerging from Table 1, was the lack of communication channels (if any) between the PHEI and corporates. The distinct lack of communication between the PHEI and specifically the corporate HR practitioners culminated in poor relationship building between these two parties. This lack of communication with corporate HR practitioners, culminated in poor graduate placements of students from PHEIs. PHEIs need to establish a clear line of communication with corporates.

In addition, Table 1 is indicating a third avenue of input related to the sponsors, both corporate donors and individual financial contributors, who, whilst not prime decision makers in the choice of a PHEI, were not acutely aware of the brand. Whilst, as sponsors, they would abide by the decision of their protégés as to which education institution they wanted to attend. However, they would always be concerned with the brand performance of the PHEI, and how well known the brand was.

A case in point with relevance to the point, raised in the opening paragraph as to the public’s lack of knowledge of PHEIs, provided a fourth avenue, pertaining to Table 1 and that was the branding of the academic governing body/ holding company of a PHEI. Two examples would be the IIE in the case of Varsity College [18], and Pearson Ltd for CTI College (now renamed Pearson College for Higher Education) [19, 20], which are both well listed and represented on the stock exchange for their shareholders but have little brand recognition amongst the general public. A clear line of synergy should be drawn between promoting the academic governing body institution and the individual brand, bearing in mind that the students spend a majority of their time, relating to the latter on the brand’s campus. Brand knowledge of a brand that has a proven track record of success and sustainable brand equity, will attract more students to a specific PHEI.
As part of the results, obtained from stakeholder interviews, available branding models and frameworks were assessed as well as input from stakeholders in Table 1, in order to determine their suitability to guide the branding of PHEIs. The assessment looked at their suitability, strengths and weaknesses in terms of the branding of PHEIs, thereby providing some of the elements that were adopted in the proposed framework, as indicated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Elements of the value-added branding model for PHEIs in South Africa (adapted from Keller, [16])

Both Aaker [13] and Keller [16] define brand equity in more holistic terms, which apply to this research article. These two acclaimed authors on brand equity incorporate total value of the brand, including price premium, satisfaction, reliability, brand image, and consumer perceptions. From a PHEI perspective these brand equity attributes were directly applicable to the formulation of the proposed branding model, since the findings indicated that stakeholders will respond to the brand name and brand performance that builds sustainable brand equity, and not consider the brand as a commodity or generic service. One of the most significant aspects of this research article is the knowledge, derived from the two prominent branding models relative to the branding of a PHEI that must nullify this negative perception of an accredited qualification from a PHEI. Thus, the positive consumer-based brand equity, endorsed by both Keller [16] and Aaker [13], is required from a PHEI in order to provide a competitive advantage.

Both the responses from stakeholders and the elements in the figure (above), relating to service reliability and service effectiveness, indicate how important brand performance is to consumers. The sponsors and corporate HR practitioners specifically indicated that the competitive advantage that a brand will show over other brands will relate to the brand performance – service reliability and service effectiveness.

The brand awareness cornerstone of the proposed value-added branding framework provides the brand recognition and brand awareness [13]. The purpose of the proposed branding model is to predict consumer behaviour in the future, which relates to their awareness of the brand.

This study proposed that a value-added branding model for PHEIs to differentiate themselves and create a sustainable competitive advantage for their businesses. This culminated in one of the significant outcomes of the study. The findings and analysis of current branding models showed that, initially, PHEIs were not that well-known amongst major stakeholders. Thus, with the resultant allocation of resources for management to brand and advertise, the value-added branding model, indicated in Fig. 1 (above), can collectively enhance brand awareness of PHEIs as well as build relationships with stakeholders in order to change public perception of brand identity of private higher education in South Africa.

Further analysis of the results provides positive aspects of PHEIs in South Africa, where they are self-funded and need to provide a setting where everyone of students, lecturers and administrators believes their learning environment is advantages in terms of student learning [21]. This concept needs to be transferred into a branding driver for private education institutions. These pri-
Private institutions in South Africa offer a limited size lecture room for a small, relationship building environment with most class sizes under 50 students. PHEIs have created lecture room spaces that enhance and complement their commitment to student engagement and success. An example of the learning environment created is the Independent Institute of Education (IIE), which is a private higher education institution, operating across 21 campuses, offering more than 90 registered and accredited programmes from Higher Certificate to Masters levels on its Varsity College, Vega and Rosebank college campuses [17]. Furthermore, the IIE commits to student success, which includes a focus on innovative and supportive teaching methodologies, a comprehensive and holistic developmental student support system and the provision of learning opportunities that meets the diverse needs of the student population.

Teaching and Learning as part of classroom didactics is another strength of the private education institution that needs to be both marketed and branded. With a focus on a smaller classroom, the learning environment can be implemented with a focus on a limited number of student participation [22]. To promote a successful Teaching and Learning classroom didactics environment, a Scholarship program proves to be highly innovative. Professor Jonathan Jansen, currently Head of the Faculty of Education at Stellenbosch University, previous Stanford graduate as well as non-executive director of the IIE, proposes that Scholarship is a fundamental purpose of higher education, more likely to be developed at the more demanding intellectual levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation specific to a smaller class environment. Scholarship, applied in most PHEIs in South Africa, suggests a scaffolding of learning, so that students develop increasingly subtle and complex abilities [23]. The most basic level describes copying a physical process often with a great degree of active consciousness (imitation) - normally the level of new higher education students. The argument raised is that this Scholarship programme will develop skills amongst students, such as academic writing, gathering and analysing data and most importantly, an attitude and expectation of independent enquiry all skills that will invariably contribute to a student’s success in the private environment.

Traditional higher education bases student learning on how many hours are spent in the classroom (reinforced by mandatory, stipulated hours of teaching necessary) and not necessarily how much a student has learned. Mendenhall [24, 25] in a paper titled: “Game changers” discusses a new model for Higher Education, called Competency-Based Education (CBE), implemented in many private colleges in South Africa. This concept was specifically motivated for the struggling student who cannot keep up with the rest of the class and who may need more time to learn and master specific concepts. Moreover, the variability of each course within the same degree programme at the same education institution will mean that two students from the same program will not have equal levels of knowledge or competence. Thus, this program, implemented at many private institutions, is based on student’s confidence and by demonstrating master of competencies instead of earning credit hours. This programme provides learning communities for limited class sizes [26], wherein students can interact with course mentors and peers to discuss content and post questions – a major branding initiative for PHEIs in South Africa.

Table 2 below, shows an extension of Mendenhall’s CBE model that drives student success at private institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Institutional Role</th>
<th>Alternative approach at PHEI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delivery of Instruction</td>
<td>Technology delivers instruction (Transformational digital learning design)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course design</td>
<td>3rd part curriculum designers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting learning materials</td>
<td>Faculty search to select best online learning resources for teaching didactics and assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment design</td>
<td>Competencies determined and assessments to measure each competency (C-B L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content support</td>
<td>Subject-specific mentors, available for one-on-one and one-to – group sessions reviewing content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
<td>Student mentors communicate regularly with students not counsel, advise, coach, organize and motivate remotely or face-to-face.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grading</td>
<td>Facilitators trained to grade based upon a specific competency-based rubric.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: adapted from Mendenhall [24]: Game changers)
Problem based learning (PBL) or Inquiry-based learning provides further argument and points towards a strength of PHEIs, in that the Lecturers can implement these learning designs in a small lecture room environment. In PBL students go through an extended process of inquiry in response to a complex question, problem or challenge. While allowing for some degree of student input, projects are carefully planned, managed and assessed to help students learn key academic content, practice 21st Century skills, such as collaboration, communication and technology enhanced participation.

Anne Whaits, National Academic Manager at a large PHEI in South Africa presented a paper on Transformative Digital Learning design in 2016 [27] that provided a new culture of learning relative to PHEIs. This opened up a new learning environment and presented another strength of PHEIs relative to Digital Learning design. Arguably, the modern-day classroom has to be equipped for the digital age in order for the 21st Century school leaver and student to relate to. Thus, in private higher education, technology in the classroom acts as an agent for transformational change in learning design. IBL justifies one such learning design as it applies the components of learning design in learning tasks (projects); learning supports (frameworks and instructivism) and learning resources (web links, case studies, internet). This technology driven learning designs provide opportunity for students to build and evidence their skills of critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity.

Negative aspects of the results of the study is that private colleges in higher education cannot be seen as a real competitor to a private university – that is ultimately the challenge, facing PHEIs and making a focus on providing branding elements based on Keller and Aaker’s benchmark model. Christensen & Eyring [7] wrote in his book: “The Innovative University” that for the first time, disruptive technologies are at work in higher education. For most of their histories, some carrying over 150 years in existence, traditional universities and colleges have had no serious competition except from other universities with similar operating models. Now, though, there are disruptive competitors, offering face-to-face tuition and online courses. Many of these institutions operate as for-profit entities, emphasizing marketable degrees for both school leaver and working adult. Traditional colleges and universities have valuable qualities and capacities that can offset those disruptor’s advantages – but not for everyone who aspires to higher education and not without real innovation. Christensen & Eyring [7] go on to discuss three factors that resolved the anomaly of traditional universities in so called decline. Firstly, teaching was difficult to disrupt as its human qualities could not be replicated. However, the argument posed that one of the strengths of a PHEI lies in technology with a transformative digital learning design does not hold with this point. A digital learning design, utilised by most PHEIs, does not do away with the human element – it in fact complements it. Secondly, observation and perceptions are indicating that the campus experience is central to a student’s university experience. One must concede that this would be very difficult to emulate from a private education perspective and is considered a major challenge for any private institution. Large campuses with sports fields, auditoriums, halls, amphitheaters are not part of the learning landscape for any PHEI. Arguably, the strength of private institutions is confined to small, intimate campuses, yet it does not provide the campus life of a large sprawling traditional university. And the third reason why higher education has seen many new entrants not only in South Africa, but worldwide, is alumni and state financial backing, the downfall of private education. Alumni and state support gives traditional universities and colleges staying power, unique to higher education. Traditionalism of some public university’s dates back over 150 years, which has allowed the institution to build a mantra that carries forth in generation to generation, parent to child. The fledging state of private higher education does not allow for this traditionalism and becomes a challenge in the recruitment of the wealth of new entrants and school leavers, wanting to study at a university.

De Vos & Strydom [28] in the “New Learning Revolution” state that in a higher education landscape the general goal is to move up, grow and develop, notwithstanding the high cost of doing so. De Vos & Strydom [28] cite the example of Harvard University Business School, dean Kim Clark, no less, citing the difficulty of simultaneously raising the school’s quality, decreasing its costs, and serving more students. Among other things, this meant becoming more selective
in admissions (looking at student’s/ parent’s financials before admission!), bolstering the faculty’s research and publication quality and quantity to enhance the program’s reputation in the eyes of other academic leaders – crucial initiatives and expensive ones, requiring fueling and input from federal (state) research grants and student subsidies per registration. A challenge for PHEIs in South Africa and more is a catch-22 situation where faculty’s research and facilities programs need continuous upgrading and development in order to maintain accreditation of their qualifications, cannot be done as they are self-sufficient with no state grants or subsidies. Lack of research facilities at most PHEIs in South Africa is indicative of the status they have as universities. Currently the CHE only recognises one private higher education institution as a university – Monash University, situated in Johannesburg. In addition, to highly accredited programme offerings and a diversity of subject choices, Monash University has a fully-fledged research faculty, where post graduate students can research and produce articles for publication – a major downfall of the remaining private colleges in South Africa.

Limitations of the study

In order to ascertain limitations of the study one would need to benchmark the South African PHEI environment against International private education standards to ascertain the limitations. Ghauri and Cateora [29] provided shared or common traits concerning the development and growth of PHEIs in these emerging economies. In the South African context, these traits have been met by private higher education, as indicated in the rapid growth of PHEIs discussed above. These traits include:

– Providing potential for significant growth;
– Undertaking programmes of significant reform, specifically concerning qualification diversity and accreditation;
– Have regional economic drivers, indicative of the national footprint of PHEIs throughout South Africa; and
– Will have further expansion into neighbouring markets (Southern Africa) as the South African PHEIs grow and develop.

South Africa’s emerging markets meet all of the above traits, whilst firmly establishing itself as one of the top ten big emerging markets (BEM) worldwide. At the same time these traits are consistent with the phenomenal growth of private higher education providers in South Africa. According to Nair [30], sustaining brands in emerging markets is every bit as intricate and complex as developed countries. One of the areas of emerging markets that requires additional knowledge and input is the traditional communication channel(s) that marketers utilise to advertise and promote their brands, which, based on accessibility from the market place, should be innovative and needs-oriented. Atsmon [31] further indicates that both developed markets and emerging markets currently use technology to develop the possibility of increasingly deep consumer engagement at each phase of the decision-making spectrum. This spectrum is identified as four critical areas, which is critical when a student or a parent makes the choice of studying at a private education institution that can either gain or lose consumers. The areas are presented below:

– When a consumer first decides to utilise a service and considers a few brands;
– Active evaluation, when a consumer researches a potential service;
– When the consumer selects a brand at the moment of brand selection; and
– When the consumer experiences service selected - post decision.

Thus, the sustainability of a PHEI in South Africa, an emerging market and economy, needs to be seen in the light of the above four factors when making a choice to study at any one of these higher education institutions. At the same time, the education institutions need to take these factors into consideration when branding the specific PHEI – a potential limitation of the study

Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS), an international trading bloc of countries, is based on three categories of economies, namely:

– Innovation-driven economies – developed or highly competitive countries with advanced economies and excellent infrastructure.
– Efficiency-driven economies – low to medium income countries, including BRICS countries; and
– Factor-driven economies – low-income countries, such as Iran, Egypt, Angola and Pakistan – developing countries [16].

Table 3 below provides a comparison of both developed countries and emerging market economies with reference to infrastructure, lifestyle goods (television sets and cell phones), and basic services (water and electricity).

Table 3
Infrastructure of selected countries (1st world and emerging) in units/1000 (users)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Roads (per 1000 people)</th>
<th>Vehicles (per 1000 people)</th>
<th>Electrical power (KWH)</th>
<th>Mobile phones (per 1000 people)</th>
<th>PC’s (per 1000 people)</th>
<th>Colour TV (per 100 houses)</th>
<th>Shower (per 100 household)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>6304</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>12183</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1176</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>6104</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>3315</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6046</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>3860</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Adapted from Ghaum [32]; updated 2018).

The above table illustrates the differences in both economy and infrastructure for both first world and emerging markets worldwide. The noticeable differences occur in transport and technology, as well as media access. The importance of the disparity in cell phones per 1000 users versus access to a computer (255 users per 1000 in South Africa) showed, for the purpose of this article, an impact on the ability to sustain a private education organisation in the midst of basic needs and necessities as well as technology needs, necessary for a PHEI to function. Thus, this comparative table indicates that a sophisticated marketing programme that includes branding for specific markets still requires meaningful contribution from the organisation to both reach the consumer and ensure economic success and growth, which are vital for PHEIs in emerging markets.

Thus, it is evident from the classification above that South Africa, as an emerging economy, competes with fast developing countries, and yet finds itself part of both southern Africa and Africa, consisting of more factor-driven economies with untold health, housing, and other socio-economic problems. The emerging market concept is hence a limiting factor to sustain an institution, specifically for the branding of the South African PHE sector.

South African PHEIs in International context – a prospect for future research

Globalisation can provide an important benefit of a uniform international image [29] to a PHEI in South Africa, which can enhance its status as an institution, as well as provide an internationally recognised qualification – a perception that bears reality for education institutions in South Africa. Even though the foundation for this study was based on analysing current branding models and perceptions of an accepted, suitably accredited qualification from a PHEI, globalisation can also provide a future branding context for this research article.

A global company engages in global marketing activities and markets itself worldwide [33]. This equates to an organization, considering significant market segments with the same or similar demands for the same product/service worldwide. In addition to current branding models, PHEIs in South Africa can benchmark its education institution and qualifications against the local market on a global scale as means to measure its success rate on an international level. For example, the Open University in Milton-On-Keynes in the United Kingdom has 250 000 students with registrations spanning 80 countries outside of the United Kingdom [34]. Thus, the benefit of a global market orientation for PHEIs in South Africa would be to understand the norms that are measured, and the operational actions that are implemented, as well as marketing strategies, which are used from an international education institution, to implement a future branding model locally.

In discussing the current state of PHEIs in South Africa, a comparison to other international private education institutions will provide a window to research, albeit in a limited way, the prog-
ress, made by these PHEIs. Two such comparisons, one from an emerging economy, Brazil and Asia can be included in a future study.

From 1996 the Ministry of Education in Brazil relaxed regulations on colleges, offering private tuition throughout the country. Prior to this period, higher education could only be provided by public universities and non-profit organizations, such as religious institutions [35]. As a result of this deregulation, private colleges and universities have escalated significantly in the growth of their facilities and number of students. This growth period has seen mergers and take-overs occurring, with distance learning in Brazil, becoming predominantly private and attracting over 120 000 students, whilst showing bottom-line earnings in excess of US 1.5 billion dollars [35]. According to Goodson [36], Brazil has experienced phenomenal growth in the private education sector. A comparative analysis between South Africa and Brazil's PHEIs would draw many similarities, attributed to commonality in emerging economies. Much like the South African private education landscape, these similarities relate to the phenomenal growth that PHEIs experienced in both countries, yet are also similar in the challenges that they faced. For one, a lack of infrastructure investment, as well as a lack of well-equipped laboratories and facilities, are similar challenges. Magadza [37] documented these challenges, stating that none of the Brazilian private higher institutions have research facilities, much like the lack of facilities in South Africa. This dramatic growth in the private providers in Brazil is endorsed by McCowan [38] who discussed the World Bank involvement in Brazil private higher education, promoting this expansion based on the private providers’ ability to ensure rapid increase in enrolments (performance). This growth of private higher education in Brazil can have implications for both sustainability and quality in any future research on comparison to PHEIs in South Africa.

These factors remain generic to most PHEIs worldwide and are certainly applicable to the South African environment specifically from the measurement of quality of education, from both the higher education’s institution’s point of view and industry standards. Another area of research could be the rise and growth of PHEIs in Brazil over the last decade. One aspect, coming out of this period, was the merger between government and industry that sparked interest by the Brazilian government concerning the importance of technology, offered by private institutions in the formulation of the Brazilian General Command of Aerospace Technology (CTA) [35].

This aspect can be of interest to future research, as a government partnership with a private education institution can develop to areas in South Africa, including technology and education, considering the skills shortage of trained teachers in South Africa. This would both assist the PHEI financially (sustainability) and provide employment to trained teachers who work after graduating from government schools - in terms of having a well-recognised and sustainable PHEI that has government backing to address the critical skill shortage of, for example, qualified teachers in South Africa.

Another emerging economy from the majority of developing countries in Asia showed that legislation that allows the privatisation of higher education institutions only came into being in the late 1990s [39]. This allowed two aspects to develop; firstly, the introduction of tuition and fees and, secondly, allowing special and executive programs to be offered [40].

If legislation is relaxed, it can indicate a turnaround in the growth of private education institutions as a basis for future research. In contrast, this caused more of a “spotlight” effect with these institutions, coming under government scrutiny (article from Asian Development Bank, [40]). The article further postulates that a lack of funding from government, as well as low student enrolment, ensured a lack of demand for private higher education in most parts of Asia – that can provide similarities with the South African higher education footprint. At the same time, a lack of ability from private academic institutions to balance the marketing role (branding) and quality academic service delivery, can in the long term also contribute to this lack of demand.

Asian PHEIs provide useful insight into the majority of their developing countries’ similarities to the South African private education environment. Despite the growing number of high school graduates who look to higher education institutions in Asia, a lack of government funding of private institutions leads to a lesser demand for private education in Asia than South Africa.
Brazil and Asia in terms of their current status, funding, qualification accreditation, legislation and branding of their private education colleges can provide a basis for future research to ascertain alignment with the South African private education landscape.

5. Conclusion

The results are indicating the strengths of PHEIs in South Africa can, at face value, be negated by the challenges facing private colleges – funding being one of the major one’s. As indicated previously, most of the PHEIs in South Africa have a corporate identity and all the larger ones are part of a large conglomerate. This renders these private institutions profit driven and, in addition to answering to students, have other stakeholders to account for. The major strength, described above, is the classroom didactics delivery and learning environments created that meet the student requirement of academic success. Once a PHEI can find its niche market and serve the right demographic of student within a certain close proximity location, this strength and brand needs to be advertised. PHEIs need to differentiate themselves and create a sustainable competitive advantage for their businesses.

This study is alluding to the fact that a value-added branding framework can enhance the awareness and positive perceptions of a PHEI that can improve the long-term stakeholder value of the brand. Taking the above into consideration, a subsequent generic model, aligned with the analysis of the two prominent branding models of Keller [12] and Aaker [13], was formulated for PHEIs in South Africa.

Should this occur, PHEIs in South Africa will no longer have to undergo scrutiny of their qualifications in terms of them being local or internationally accredited. PHEIs, although not having the tenure or traditionalism of a public university, will be able to advertise academic success, stronger support, innovative and technologically-enhanced classroom and lecture didactics, professionalism, and relationship building with stakeholders owing to their smaller and more controlled environments. They need to know thoroughly how to reach these stakeholders to advertise these drivers of PHEIs.

With public universities, closing their doors to countless applications that they cannot accommodate owing to, firstly, high levels of students, wanting to study at tertiary institutions and, secondly, capacity issues at universities, the South African education landscape needs the footprint of Private Higher Education Institutions (PHEIs). This will be of mutual benefit to government, as well as public and private education.
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